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In this letter, we develop optimal parameters for a structure which is suitable for the realization of
a coherent quantum receiver. Conditions including predefined photon wavelength, strain, small
Zeeman splitting of the electron levels, and large Zeeman effect for quantum-confined light holes
are satisfied simultaneously for the structure based on the InGaAsP solid solutions. We are able to
achieve designs with wavelengths of 1.3 and 1.55mm that are desirable for optoelectronic
applications. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1472480#
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The idea of secure quantum communications relies
entanglement of coherent quantum states.1 To achieve this
for practical use, one must be able to transmit quantum
formation over long distances, perform quantum operati
to execute error correction, and retain the information wi
out decoherence. Accounting for these demands, we h
proposed a device that is capable of receiving quantum
formation in the form of coherent photon states, storing
information in the form of electron spin and/or performin
the necessary operations, and then retransmitting the ph
signal while maintaining quantum coherence throughout
whole process.2 The core functionality of this device relie
on the possibility to transfer information delivered in th
form of photon polarization to electron spin in semicondu
tors and vice versa via absorption/emission processes.3

The design of the proposed receiver needs to satisfy
eral demanding conditions simultaneously. The first requ
that both electron sublevels should couple optically to
single hole state, thus excluding entanglement with
quickly relaxing hole spin. That can be achieved by splitti
valence band states with an external magnetic field.
splitting should be sufficiently large in order to resolve ho
sublevels spectroscopically. As the applied magnetic fi
will also act on the electron states, their Zeeman splitting
turn, should be smaller than the incident photon broaden
Gph. Thus, the following inequality should be satisfied:

dHB,c[mBgcB!Gph!mBgvB[dHB,v . ~1!

Here indices ‘‘c’’ and ‘‘ v ’’ stand for conduction and valenc
bands, respectively. The spin splitting factor~or g factor!
defines the influence of the external magnetic field on
doublet of otherwise degenerate states with opposite sp
As both left and right parts of Eq.~1! scale linearly with the
magnetic fieldB ~that is typically correct in small to moder
ate fields!, it is sufficient that the linear dependence of t
Zeeman effect still holds at the desired fields and thatgc

!gv . To get the feeling of the numbers involved, we provi
a!Electronic mail: kiselev@eos.ncsu.edu
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here one estimate:dHB'0.057 meV for states withg factor
g51 in the magnetic fieldB51 T. The values 0.1–0.3 meV
are not unusual forGph.

The other two constrains are also required for lossl
transfer of information encoded in the form of photon pola
ization into the electron spin. The suitable selection rul
allowing this transfer in heterostructures based on the se
conductors with the zinc-blende symmetry, take place only
the case of~a! in-plane magnetic field and~b! for the
electron–light hole~LH! transitions~see Ref. 2 for a more
thorough explanation of these requirements!. The condition
~b! can be fulfilled in a strained heterostructure~in order to
make the LH the ground state!. However, possible strain
related technical problems need to be accounted for in
structure design in this case.

And last but not least, it is our obvious desire to u
modern fiber optics data communication systems as a pr
type, which sets additional requirement on the energy of
optical interband transitions.

Now we attempt to satisfy all the earlier mentioned co
ditions simultaneously. A comprehensive theory of the Z
man effect in crystals and semiconductor heterostructure
already well established.4–6 Detailed formulas for electrong
factor in strained cubic heterostructures are given in Ref
Equations for the LHg factor obtained in the framework o
the 838 kp model were also recently published.8 Energies
of the confined states in the conduction and valence band
the strained heterostructure are routinely obtained as a pa
the g factor calculation procedures.

In addition to the calculation scheme in Refs. 6 and
we have also included into the electron Hamiltonian the f
electron mass and the remote bands contribution to the
persion of the conduction electrons. This provides much b
ter accuracy in determining electron quantization energ
and, as a consequence, optical transition energies.

Analyzing parameters of various semiconductor mate
als, we have concluded that the structures based on the
ily of In12xGaxAsyP12y solid solutions are the most promis
ing candidates due to the uniquely broad variety of the b
gaps encompassing important optical frequencies, mode

deviation in the lattice constants, and drastically different

7 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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strengths of the intrinsic spin-orbit~SO! effect delivered by
different compositions. Though not independent, variety
the band gap and SO interaction provides substantial flex
ity desirable in the band structure andg factor engineering.
Variation of the lattice constant opens doors to the str
engineering as an additional leverage for optimization.

Material parameters for the constituent binary co
pounds are obtained from Ref. 9. For solid solutions,
utilize the interpolation scheme of Ref. 8. However, for t
deformation potential constants, we adopted the numbers
binary compounds from Vurgaftmanet al.10 instead of using
the same typical values for all compounds.8 This modifica-
tion produces a minor but noticeable effect on the LHg
factor values.

Now we describe the main results of the present le
that are summarized in Fig. 1. Data sets for the three dif
ent compositions of the In12xGaxAs well layer
(x50.52—dashed, 0.545—solid, and 0.57—dotted lines! are
shown as a function of the quantum well~QW! width. Ener-
gies of the electron-LH optical transitions are given in t
upper part of the graph; due to the effects of spatial confi
ment the energy values increase with the decreasing l
thicknesses. For a larger Ga content, the band gap of
InGaAs solid solution also becomes larger, which expla
the relative position of these three curves~strain effects that
are very important for the alignment of valence states
typically smaller in magnitude!. Special meaning is assigne
to the leftmost point of each curve~also marked by an ar
row!. It gives a crossover point of the electron-LH an
electron-heavy hole~HH! transitions: at the widths to the le
of this point, quantum confinement is so strong that it alo
defines the order of LH and HH states, and a HH with
larger mass forms the ground hole state. To the right, ene
separation due to confinement is smaller than the str
induced splitting in the valence band. Here, the LH forms

FIG. 1. Optical transition energies andg factors for In12xGaxAs/InP QW
structures grown on InP.
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ground hole state and this is the region of our interest. Fo
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x50.47, the lattice constant of InGaAs matches exactly
that of InP and the crossover point does not exist for t
heteropair~or, more accurately, it is shifted to infinity!. Be-
yond 0.47, the crossover point occurs at the smaller
smaller well widths, as the lattice constant mismatch
creases~see Fig. 1!. For example, the in-plane biaxial tensi
strain«xx reaches 0.63% forx50.57. It is probably imprac-
tical to implement structures with a large mismatch as t
would quickly reduce critical layer thicknesses and lim
flexibility in the structure design. As for the position of th
crossover point, it already takes place in narrow wells
only ;40 Å even for«xx50.63%. Returning to the essenc
of the design requirements, one can note that the energ
the electron-LH optical transition in these structures can e
ily be adjusted to the 1.3mm transparency window of the
contemporary fibers.

The lower part of the graph shows the results ofg factor
calculations for both electron and LH states in the QW~for
the case of in-plane magnetic field!. Both electron and LH
dependencies saturate in wide wells~asymptotically reaching
bulk values, adjusted by strain! and grow from more nega
tive to less negative and even to positive values as the
shrinks. It turns out that in our structures the electrong fac-
tor component becomes zero at a well width larger than
of the LH and in the vicinity of this point we obtain a ver
high ratio of the electron to LH Zeeman splittings~i.e., gc

!gv). As the well thickness increases further, the ratio b
comes smaller, but nevertheless always exceeds 3–3.5
the considered InGaAs/InP samples. That is indeed a v
important result because with such a difference in theg fac-
tor values Eq.~1! is guaranteed to be satisfied~in a proper
magnetic field!.

We also note that, quite surprisingly, the LHg factor is
practically insensitive to the QW layer composition wh
confinement and strain effects are both accounted for~with
the adopted deformation potential values recently comp
by Vurgaftmanet al.10! We attribute this phenomenon to th
coincidental interplay of several competing factors; it de
nitely should not be considered as a universal rule.

Thus, InGaAs/InP heterostructures fulfill all the requir
ments of the quantum receiver design. As we can see in
1, optical band gap can be tuned to match photon wavelen
l;1.3 mm. However, it is not true for the 1.55mm wave-
length that is indeed very desirable.

Now we come to the most challenging part of this effo
With no space abovey51 on the (x,y) plane representing
arbitrary In12xGaxAsyP12y solid solutions, one can try to
achieve further reduction of the structure optical bandg
with the well layer compositions to the left of the linex
50.47y, defining InGaAsP solid solutions lattice matched
InP. Grown on InP substrate, though, these layers would h
unacceptable order of valence band hole states. Hence,
important to use a substrate material with a lattice cons
even larger than InP. We explore the structures with the
lowing design: a substrate that defines the in-plane lat
constant of the whole structure, relatively thin InP barrie
and a InGaAs well layer between them. Figure 2 shows
results for three structures with the different substrate m
rials and, consequently, different in-plane strain«xx,InP in the

Kiselev, Kim, and Yablonovitch
rInP layers: 0%~dotted—identical to Fig. 1!, 0.5% ~solid!,
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and 1.0%~dashed lines!. The QW layer compositionx is
correspondingly adjusted to keep strain in this layer at
fixed value of«xx'0.63% in all three structures. As in Fig
1, the curves in the upper part of the graph represent
electron-LH transition energy as a function of the well thic
ness. Due to the smaller Ga content in the material of
well layer, we are able to reach smaller optical transit
energies, now overlapping thel;1.55mm range as well.
The leftmost point of each of these lines again identifies
crossover point of the LH and HH subbands. As expec
the position of this point is pretty much the same in all thr
structures, since it is only slightly affected by the strain in t
InP barrier layers and the well layer strain is fixed. Conce
ing the electron and LHg factor dependencies, we obtaine
qualitatively similar behavior to the one shown in Fig.
with somewhat better ratio overall~actually, consistently bet
ter than 4!.

Up till now we have not discussed an actual choice
the material for the buffer layer. The most obvious can
dates would be InAsxP12x and In12xAl xAs ~though the later
introduces yet another cation into the heterosystem!. Arsenic
contentx'0.2 in InAsP corresponds to the«xx,InP50.5%
while x'0.4 would give the in-plane strain in the InP lay
on the order of 1%. Both of these compositions have b

FIG. 2. Optical transition energies andg factors for In12xGaxAs/InP QW
structures grown on a thick buffer layer with a larger~than InP! lattice
constant.
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gaps larger than the targeted 0.954 and 0.8 eV, respective
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preventing leakage of the electron from the QW confin
level. Unfortunately, the substrates made from these ma
als are not available and, as a result, one needs to start
the InP wafer. Both InAsP and InAlAs are confirmed to gro
well on the conventional InP substrates. There will be
break in the pseudomorphic growth when layers reach c
cal thicknesses to establish their own lattice constant. If n
essary, the developed threading dislocations can be te
nated by incorporating short period superlattices/stop lay
composition grading, epilayer tilting~dislocation bending
techniques!, special temperature regime of growth with low
temperature portions, general optimization of the grow
conditions, or other methods. On the other hand, we are
terested in a device with a very small area. With the b
achievable dislocation densities currently in the range
106– 107 cm22, it should be possible to identify and utilize
region of the structure with no dislocations nearby. An inn
vative technique involving structure patterning with the su
sequent annealing was recently shown to allow complete
moval of the threading dislocations~supposedly due to the
thermally activated glide of dislocations to the sidewalls
patterned regions!.11

In summary, we have designed a practical QW struct
that would satisfy all requirements of the proposed quant
receiver. Detailed structure parameter maps are establi
for structures based on InGaAsP family of semiconduc
solid solutions.
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